Abstract-Error bounds based on worst likely assignments use permutation tests to validate classifiers. Worst likely assignments can produce effective bounds even for data sets with 100 or fewer training examples. This paper introduces a statistic for use in the permutation tests of worst likely assignments that improves error bounds, especially for accurate classifiers, which are typically the classifiers of interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
Permutation tests are used in statistics for hypothesis testing, especially in bioinformatics [1], [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Permutation tests apply to a wide range of problems because they do not rely on assumptions about the form of the distributions that generate samples. Because they do not rely on asymptotic results, they are ideal for small-sample problems. As a result, permutation tests are often used in exact tests [6] , [7] .
Error bounds based on worst likely assignments [8] , [9] incorporate permutation tests as part of a technique to produce error bounds for classifiers. Worst likely assignments can produce effective error bounds even for small data sets. In this paper, we show effective error bounds even for data sets with 100 or fewer training examples.
Worst likely assignment error bounds apply to the trans ductive setting [10] , where there is a set of training examples with known inputs and labels, and a set of working exam ples with known inputs and unknown labels. The goals are training-developing a classifier that performs well on the working examples-and validation-producing a bound on the classifier's error rate over the working examples. The worst likely assignment technique tests each potential assignment of class labels to the working examples, evaluating whether the assigned labels cause the working examples to "blend in" among the training examples. If so, then the assign ment is declared a likely assignment, making the classifier's error rate given the assignment a candidate for the error bound. If not, then the assignment is dismissed as being unlikely.
This paper presents a new type of statistic for use in the per mutation test to determine whether an assignment is likely. The statistic is a scoring function that evaluates whether assigned labels cause working examples to have rates of disagreement with neighboring examples' labels that are similar to those rates for training examples. The scoring function significantly improves error bounds for accurate classifiers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II defines terms and notation. Section III reviews error bounds based 978-1-4799-1959-8/15/$31.00 @2015 IEEE on worst likely assignments. Section IV presents the new scoring function. Section V demonstrates how well the scoring function performs on some data sets. Section VI closes with a discussion of challenges for future work. a mapping from the input space of X to {O, I } , is developed using the observed data. Then classifier g is used to predict the working example outputs Yt+l, ... , Yt+ w associated with inputs X HI , ... , X H w .
II. CONCEPTS AND NOTATION
For any sequence of examples C = (Xl, YI), ... , (Xt+ w , YH w ) from the joint space of inputs and labels, define the error to be where I is the indicator function-one if the argument is true and zero otherwise. The goal is to produce a PAC (probably approximately correct) bound on Ee, the error on complete sequence C.
III. WORST LIKELY ASSIGNMENT ERROR BOUND
Use ac to denote the sequence c permuted by permutation a of 1, ... , t + w. Use a-I to denote the inverse of per mutation a, such that aa-I c = c for all c. For example, if c = (C I , C2 , C3) and a = (2,3,1) then ac = (C2 , C3 , cd and a-I = (3, 1,2).
Let hO be a real-valued scoring function on sequences of t + w examples. For example, h(c) could be the error rate over the last w inputs for a classifier trained on the first t examples in c. Let Q be a set or multi-set of permutations of {I , ... , t + w } . Define the ranking function r( x, S) to be the rank of value x among the entries in set or multiset S, with random tie-breaking to determine the rankings among equal values.
Theorem 1. If C is drawn according to D t+ w and a* is drawn uniformly at random from Q, then 'Vk E {I , ... , I Q I} :
where the probability is over random draws of C and a*. In other words, if C is mapped to a random permutation in Q, then C is equally likely to have each rank among permutations of C relative to the mapped permutation.
Proof Since the elements of C are i.i.d., for each sequence c, each permutation of c is equally likely to be C. So the distribution of a*-lC is the same as the distribution of C, and we can replace a*-lC by C in the theorem to get the logically equivalent statement:
'Vk E {I , ... , I Q I} :
where the probability is over random draws of C and a*. To prove this equation, it is sufficient to show that 'Vc: 'Vk E {l , ... , I Q I} :
where the probability is over random draws of a*. Since a* is selected uniformly at random from Q, h( a* c) is equally likely to be each entry in {h(ac) l a E Q } .
SO h(a*c) is equally likely to have each rank in 1, ... , I Q I .
• Let a = (Yt+!, ... , Yt+ w ) denote an assignment to the (unknown) outputs of the working examples in sequence C, and let C(a) denote the sequence with the values in a assigned to the working example outputs. Let a* = (Yt+!,···, Yt+ w ) be the actual outputs, so that C(a*) = C. For a given bound failure probability 0, define a likely set of assignments: (C(a) ), {h(aa*-lC(a))la E Q}) :::; 1(1 -o) I Q I l} · In other words, the likely set contains the assignments a that rank in the bottom 1 -0 in the test: assign a to the unknown outputs of the working set of C, permute C(a) by a*-l, take all permutations a in Q of a*-lC(a), compute their scores h(aa*-lC(a)), then check the rank of the score of h(C(a)) among the scores. where the probability is over random draws of C and a*.
So
Proof Since C = C(a*),
According to Theorem 1,
is equally likely to have each value in 1, ... , I Q I . SO the probability that the value is in 1"",1(1 -o) I Q ll is at least 1-0.
• Error bounds based on Theorem 2 are called worst likely assignment error bounds because the bound is the highest error that is consistent with a likely assignment. Theorem 2 is general. A specific error bound requires a scoring function hO and a permutation set Q. Effectiveness of the error bound and ease of computation influence the selection and design of scoring functions and permutation sets. Bax and Callejas [8] outline several scoring functions, including the error from developing a classifier based on the first t examples and applying it to the last w examples from the argument sequence of t + w examples. They also also introduce two types of permutation sets: the set of all permutations and random subsets of permutations. This paper introduces a new scoring function that improves error bounds .
IV. A NE AR NEIGHBOR SCORING FUNCTION
Consider a scoring function that counts differences between labels of examples in the last w examples and their nearest neighbors in the first t examples of the sequence c being scored. Suppose that nearby neighbors among the training examples tend to have the same labels. Then the scores will typically be low when scoring permutations of c, because many of the examples in the last w of the permuted sequence will be training examples, and in many cases their nearest neighbors in the first t examples of the permuted sequence will be nearby neighbors among the training examples. These low scores constrain the set of likely assignments to those with high rates of agreement between labels assigned to the working examples and the labels of their nearest neighbors among the training examples. As a result, the scoring function typically produces strong error bounds.
This section defines a class of scoring functions that count disagreements between examples in the last w examples and their nearby neighbors in the first t examples. The disagree ments can be summed over multiple near neighbors to make the scores more robust. Also, the contributions to the sum from different neighbors can be weighted to emphasize nearer neighbors more.
Let be the label of the ith nearest neighbor to example j in se Setting S = {I, ... , t} specifies that when the scoring func tion is applied to the sequence consisting of training examples followed by working examples with assigned labels, the score ignores disagreements between pairs of working examples, which both have assigned labels. So the scoring function does not favor assignments with incorrect, but agreeing, labels assigned to neighboring working examples. Instead, the score is based solely on disagreements between pairs of examples that have one working example with an assigned label and one training example with an actual label drawn by sampling. So it favors assignments that label working examples similarly to their neighboring training examples.
V. TESTS
This section presents results from applying the near neigh bor scoring function to produce error bounds for several data sets. For each data set, the results include a figure showing how adjusting the influence of more distant neighbors affects error bounds and a table showing more detailed statistics for the error bounds for a few parameter settings from the figure. For each data set, there are comparisons over a range of bound certainty values 6. In these tests, NNSF refers to the near neighbor scoring function f a k S defined in Equation In the figures, as 0: increases from zero to one, more neighbors play significant roles in determining whether to accept or reject an assignment.
ESF (for error scoring function) refers to a baseline scoring function that uses the error from using the first t examples as a I-nearest neighbor classifier on the last w examples. This scoring function, which was introduced by Bax and Callejas [8] , is equivalent to f a k S with k = 1 and S = {I, ... , t}. For each table, each row holds results for a different value of the bound certainty parameter 6. The second column of each table shows errors from using training data as a I-nearest neighbor classifier on working data. The subsequent columns show differences between the bounds on error and actual error for bounds using scoring functions NNSF and ESF.
Each cell shows a mean and standard deviation over 1000 trials. The cells in the "Error" column show mean and standard deviation of errors. The cells in subsequent columns show mean and standard deviation of difference between bound and error. For example, suppose the error has mean 0.3 and standard deviation 004, and a bounding method has mean 0.1 and standard deviation 0.0. This indicates that the error averages 0.3 over the 1000 trials, and the error varies quite a bit, but the bound is always exactly 0.1 greater than the actual error.
Note that the standard deviations displayed in cells are standard deviations of the values over 1000 trials. They are not standard deviations of the estimates of the means of values over 1000 trials, that is, their large sizes do not indicate uncertainty about the accuracy of the means. Since there are 1000 trials, those standard deviations are about 1/33 of the ones shown, indicating that most differences in means of bounds produced by the different scoring functions are statistically significant for most of the tests.
Each figure line and table row is based on the same 1000 trials, but different lines and rows are based on different sets of trials. For each trial, a size t+w subset of examples is selected at random from a data set. A size-t subset is selected at random to form the training set, and the remaining w examples form the working set. The error is computed, and error bounds are computed using the scoring functions NNSF and ESF. The error is subtracted from each bound, and the differences are accumulated into the statistics shown in the figures and tables. Figure l(a) and Ta ble I show results for a data set involving iris classification. The data set is from the repository of data sets for machine learning maintained by the University of California at Irvine, which is available online. The data set contains examples for three types of iris; we use only the examples for the first two types in order to produce binary classification problems. This leaves 100 examples, with 50 from each class. Each example has four input dimensions. We use t = 40 training examples and w = 4 working examples for each trial. The classification method is I-nearest neighbor. The iris data are easy to classify, as indicated by the fact that the errors are always zero.
For both scoring functions, the bounds use as Q a set of permutations that makes each size 4 subset of the 44 examples the last 4 examples in the sequence exactly once. (This is equivalent, except for random tie-breaking, to using all 44! permutations of the sequence of examples as Q.) Bax and Callejas call this a complete filter [8] . NNSF performs so well because the classes in the iris data are well-separated. The nearest several neighbors to an example are usually all from the same class as the example. As a result, NNSF easily rejects as unlikely those assignments that mislabel working examples, because their several closest neighbors among the training examples all disagree with the incorrect label. trammg examples and w = 10 working examples, using 1-nearest neighbor classification.
B. Data with a Linear Class Boundary
For both scoring functions, the bounds use as Q a set of 1000 permutations drawn uniformly at random without replacement from a set of permutations that makes each size 10 subset of the 110 examples the last 10 examples exactly once. Bax and Callejas call this a sample filter [8] . Sampling is used to reduce computation. Ta ble II shows that NNSF with 0: = 0.5 produces statisti cally significantly better bounds than ESF for this data. The ratio of the difference between bound and error for NNSF to that of ESF increases as bound certainty parameter 0 increases. NNSF performs well for this data because, as for the iris data, the nearest neighbors to each working example among the training examples are usually from the same class as the working example. As a result, NNSF rejects as unlikely most assignments that mislabel working examples.
C. Data with a Nonlinear Class Boundary
Figure l(c) and Ta ble III show results for randomly gener ated data with a nonlinear class boundary. The data have the same characteristics as in the previous test, except that each class label is determined by the XOR of whether the input is in the left half of the cube, the bottom half of the cube, and the front half of the cube. In other words, the cube is cut into eight sub-cubes, and each sub-cube has a different class than the three sub-cubes with which it shares a side. This class scheme introduces more error than for the data with a linear class boundary. Similar to the data with linear class boundaries, I-nearest neighbor classification is used, and the bound method uses a random sample of 1000 permutations as Q. The tests show that the choice of 0: affects the error bound. It is not valid to simply try different values for 0: and output the best resulting error bound. One way to optimize over different [12] for details).
VI. DISCUSSION
This paper developed a new scoring function for worst likely assignment error bounds. For each of our example data sets, the scoring function improved error bounds for some setting of the parameter 0:, and it improved the error bounds for a blind choice of 0: for the data sets that produced accurate classifiers. For the accurate classifiers, the method produced effective error bounds even with 100 or fewer training examples.
One challenge for the future is to develop faster methods to compute worst likely assignment error bounds. We can speed up the permutation test for each assignment by sampling permutations, as we did in the tests. It may be possible to use fewer permutations by a cleverer method of sampling (we used uniform sampling) or by fitting the sampled results to a distribution, as in [3] .
The greater challenge is to avoid explicitly running a permutation test for each assignment, since the number of assignments is exponential in the number of working exam ples. For I-nearest neighbor classifiers, there is a dynamic programming method that computes a worst likely assignment error bound without explicit computation for each assignment [8] . The method produces an error bound in time polynomial in the number of in-sample examples. It would be very useful to extend that method to other types of classifiers, and selecting the right scoring functions may be the key. (An alternative method to achieve polynomial-time computation is to partition the working set, produce an error bound for each partition, and use a union bound over the partitions [9] . But this approach produces looser bounds than validation over the whole working set at once.)
Another challenge is to improve worst likely assignment error bounds for network classifiers [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Since many networks grow by accretion, for example friends inviting friends to join social networks, the nodes are not necessarily drawn i.i.d. This makes developing permutation tests for the nodes challenging. However, some subsets of nodes may be drawn i.i.d. [17] , allowing permutation tests within those subsets. There is some work using permutation tests for hypothesis testing in social networks [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and some work on applying worst likely assignments to produce error bounds for them [9] . The challenge for the future is to develop scoring functions specifically designed for network classifiers in order to improve those bounds.
Finally, it would be interesting to explore the concept of best error bounds. Just as there are established criteria for best estimators in statistics (see e.g. [22] pp. 200-202), there should be reasonable criteria for best error bounds. These criteria may drive the discovery and development of new scoring functions. 
